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I Want My Baby Hack, Baby Hack, Baby Hack
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What is a DATA BREACH?

What is Data Breach?
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What is a DATA BREACH?
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Data Breach Litigation

Anatomy of Data Breach Suit
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Data Breach Litigation

It Starts With A Demand Letter
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Anatomy of a Data Breach Suit

TIPS AT THIS STAGE:

- WATCH YOUR LANGUAGE:  not a “data breach.”  Only 

counsel should confirm it is a breach.  “Incident.”

- WATCH YOUR LANGUAGE #2: If you call it a “breach,” that 

could start the clock on mandatory reporting requirements.

- WATCH THE CLOCK.  Most states have data breach 

reporting requirements.

- EXPERTS: Let counsel hire forensic experts.  That way their 

report and communications are (more likely) privileged. 
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Anatomy of a Data Breach Suit

Claims:

- Negligence

- Breach of Fiduciary Duty

- Breach of Contract

- Florida Information Protection Act

- Florida Deceptive and Unfair Trade Practice Act

- Almost always a class action…

See Attias v. Carefirst, Inc. (8th Cir. 2017)
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Anatomy of a Data Breach Suit

Something like this:

As you are aware, in May 2018, the Injured Party 

consulted with you and Your Company for assistance in 

[providing a service].  As a professional [whatever], 

whether handled directly by you or through Your 

Company, it is your sole and exclusive responsibility to 

secure and protect their personally identifiable 

information, including but not limited to their name, social 

security, date of birth, financial information, and bank 

account routing and accounts numbers (“PII”).  You and 

Your Company failed that basic duty owed to the Injured 

Party and, apparently, to other clients of yours who are 

similarly situated.
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Anatomy of a Data Breach Suit

FTC SAYS YOU KNEW OR SHOULD HAVE KNOWN:

- FTC can sue for “unfair or deceptive acts or practices 

in or affecting commerce.”

- FTC claims that it is “unfair” for companies not to 

provide adequate cybersecurity

- It is “deceptive” not to follow your own policies

- FTC has sued more than 50 companies for cyber-

negligence.  This sets the standard for suits.

See FTC v. Wyndham &

Protecting Personal Information: A Guide for Business
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Anatomy of a Data Breach Suit

Knew or Should Have Known:

- Most industries have received warnings from trade 

associations, chambers of commerce, and regulators 

about industry-specific threats.

- Failure to heed those warnings will be used as 

evidence of negligence.

- From a demand letter:

This intrusion occurred due to Bad Company’s poor security protocols, 

inadequate PII protection policies (if any), lack of training, and/or because of 

your practice of using unsecured email.
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Anatomy of a Data Breach Suit

TIPS AT THIS STAGE:

- Be careful with early internal emails and written communications.  

Pick up the phone.  

- An email to the outside world is an admission.  Get counsel 

involved.

- Document.  Get screenshots.  Logs.  Everything since you do not 

know if the hackers are going to cover their tracks.

- Do you have protocols?  Were they being followed?
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Anatomy of a Data Breach Suit

Dieffenbach v. Barnes & Noble (7th Cir. April 11, 2018)

- Barnes & Noble was itself a victim!

- No state laws expressly make merchants liable for failure to 

“crime-proof their point-of-sales systems.” 

- The court stated that plaintiffs may have a difficult task showing 

an entitlement to collect damages from a fellow victim of the data 

thieves.
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Anatomy of a Data Breach Suit

Florida Information Protection Act, F.S. 501.171:

- “Covered entity” must take “reasonable measures to 

protect and secure data in electronic form containing 

personal information.”

- Provide timely and specific written notification of the 

breach.

- Violation of FIPA is an unfair trade practice.

- No liability under statute – but plaintiffs can use it as a 

standard.

- Reporting is expensive.
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Data Breach Litigation

Alleged Damages
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What Are the Damages Plaintiffs Are Claiming?

Dieffenbach v. Barnes & Noble (7th Cir. April 11, 2018)

1.  Temporary loss of funds while waiting for banks to reverse 

unauthorized charges to their accounts.

2.  Monies spent on credit-monitoring services to protect the 

plaintiffs’ financial interests.

3.  The value of lost time devoted to acquiring new account numbers 

and notifying businesses of these changes. 
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What Are the Damages Plaintiffs Are Claiming?

Other Damages:

1. “[n]obody doubts that identity theft, should it befall one of these 

plaintiffs, would constitute a concrete and particularized injury.” 

2.  Lost time (a) communicating with banks, credit card companies, 

police; (b) from work; (c) reviewing and protecting their accounts and 

identity.

3. Identity Theft.

4. Future Harm (hasn’t happened yet) but is “fairly traceable” to this 

breach.  In Re Zappos.com Customer Data Security Breach Litigation (9th Cir. March 2018).

5.    Attorney Fees and Costs.

Consider how far out into 

the future this can reach, 

especially once someone’s 

data gets released on 

darkweb.

If it is only a matter of time 

that people are victims of 

data breaches, how do we 

know which one causes this 

future loss?
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Data Breach Litigation

Protecting Companies From Liability
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Protect Your Company From Liability

Kuhn’s v. Scottrade (8th Cir. 2017)

- Be careful what you promise in contracts

- Contractual obligations to protect a consumer’s 

personally identifiable information was enough to make 

a claim.
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ESI & e-Discovery

Even the CIA Makes Mistakes

…let you know that the CIA recently located 7 

additional images of OBL’s body… Had they 

been located previously, these records would 

have been responsive to your FOIA request…

…we do not believe the discovery of these 

additional images is relevant to the appeal 

pending currently before the D.C. Circuit.
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ESI & e-Discovery

Data Map

• BEFORE litigation or e-discovery, 

companies should have a chart where 

they store data

• This is an IT and LEGAL department 

issue

• DO YOU HAVE ONE?
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ESI & e-Discovery

Preservation Demand Letter

• DO YOU HAVE A CLAIM AGAINST SOMEONE 

ELSE?

• Notice to (potential) opposing party to preserve 

necessary evidence and information.

• Typically tells the other side to stop any sort of 

auto-delete per the company’s deletion policy 

(e.g., think GDPR compliance).

• Could be a setup for spoliation claim.
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ESI & e-Discovery

Litigation (or Legal) Hold

• WHAT IF YOU GET A PRESERVATION LETER?

• Notification sent by a company’s legal team 

(typically) to employees and other departments with 

instructions not to delete or destroy documents

• BEFORE there is a case

• Can be in response to a Preservation Demand or on 

its own

• This is an INTERNAL process
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ESI & e-Discovery
Example:

Warrant in Las Vegas 

Shooter Case
Learn from law enforcement how to phrase 

e-discovery requests
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ESI & e-Discovery

Warrant in Las Vegas Shooter Case

ESI

which the 

Government 

sought from 

Microsoft 

(email account 

provider)
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ESI & e-Discovery

Warrant in Las Vegas Shooter Case

Metadata

which the 

Government 

sought from 

Microsoft 

(email account 

provider)
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Protect Your Company From Liability

- WEBSITE: Is your company over-promising?

- PRIVACY POLICY / TERMS & CONDITIONS: Are you over-

promising your security measures?  

- Did you just copy your Privacy Policies and T&C from 

somewhere?  Or leave up to website designer?

- TRAINING on risks, especially those targeting your specific 

industry.

- Have up-to-date policies.  Train.

- Consider encryption.  Deletion policies. GDPR compliance.
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Data Breach Litigation

We’re Done…

Two Handouts
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It’s basic NEGLIGENCE theory
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Nine Ways That Companies Are Getting Hacked
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